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An enhancement method of rapid lifetime determination is proposed for time-resolved fluorescence imaging to discrimi-
nate substances with approximate fluorescence lifetime in forensic examination. In the method, an image-exclusive-OR
treatment with filter threshold adaptively chosen is presented to extract the region of interest from dual-gated fluores-
cence intensity images, and then the fluorescence lifetime image is reconstructed based on the rapid lifetime determi-
nation algorithm. Furthermore, a maximum and minimum threshold filtering is developed to automatically realize
visualization enhancement of the lifetime image. In proof experiments, compared with traditional fluorescence intensity
imaging and rapid lifetime determination method, the proposed method automatically distinguishes altered and obliterated
documents written by two brands of highlighters with the same color and close fluorescence lifetime.
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1. Introduction

Imaging techniques have been widely employed in forensic[1]

examination, such as infrared spectrum imaging[2–4], fluores-
cence imaging, and time-resolved fluorescence imaging
(TRFI). Different from spectrum imaging[5,6], TRFI discrimi-
nates substances based on their different fluorescence lifetimes,
which cannot be affected by substance concentration and only
depend on their fluorophore molecular environment.
Especially, wide-field TRFI has great potential in quickly
detecting complex and large fluorescent objects[7–11] and has
been successfully applied in overlapped fingerprints
revealing[12,13], obliterated documents inspection[14], and gun-
shot residue determination[15]. For example, Suzuki et al.[14]

have utilized wide-field TRFI to decipher obliterated documents,
and four brands of black inks with similar spectra are separated
by TRFI, because different inks have different fluorescence
intensities at reasonable delay time and optical gate time.
Seah et al.[12] have reported that overlapping fingerprints treated
with two fluorescent powders can be distinguished by TRFI. In
fact, in forensic examination, the traditional TRFI finds the
maximum of fluorescence intensity difference between different

substances by adjusting reasonable delay time, since different
substances have different fluorescence lifetimes. It means that
one needs to spend a lot of time to find the suitable delay time
as well as optical gate time, while, in judicial document inspec-
tion, there are usually a lot of suspicions that need confirmed,
and thus rapid detection is desired. Different from fluorescence
intensity images, the fluorescence lifetime image directly shows
differences in lifetime to distinguish different substances.
Therefore, in this paper, we introduce rapid fluorescence life-
time determination (RLD) to quickly obtain lifetime maps in
forensic examination. For the wide-field time-domain fluores-
cence lifetime imaging, the RLD method only needs two
time-resolved fluorescence intensity images to satisfy transient
fluorescence lifetime imaging[16–19], and it is more suitable for
observing active objects or a larger number of objects than other
methods. However, when interference noise is high, the RLD
method has image quality degradation and indistinguishability,
especially when the lifetime is similar. To solve the problem, this
paper proposes an enhanced RLD (ERLD) imaging method
based on dual-gated intensity correlation to enhance the dis-
crimination of fluorescent substances and make them easier
to be quickly distinguished by human eyes. Different from the
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method[20,21] of improving calculation accuracy and analyzing
calculation error, the proposed method in this paper is to
improve the contrast of lifetime images.

2. Enhanced Rapid Lifetime Determination Imaging
Method

As shown in Fig. 1(a), a typical wide-field TRFI system consists
of a pulsed laser, a gated optical intensifier (GOI), a charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera, and timing control unit
(TCU). The TCU controls the GOI gate time, CCD exposure
time, and the laser pulse width, simultaneously. The ERLD
method is based on a wide-field TRFI system, and its principle
is illustrated in Fig. 1. A UV laser with picosecond-scaled pulse
width is used to generate excitation light. The output laser irra-
diates the fluorescence substances. The excited fluorescence is
generated and reflected to the GOI. This nanosecond-scaled
GOI is operated at the same repetition rate as the laser. GOI
is coupled to the CCD camera. TCU generates delay time to trig-
ger GOI and CCD to grasp TRFI images.

In Fig. 1(a), the given target of the cross letter “+” is written on
the paper. The “ | ” and “−” are written by different highlighters.
The interference of fluorescence substances and the background
noise lead to low contrast time-resolved intensity images. Here,
the ERLD method is proposed, and it involves six steps, as
shown in Fig. 1(c).
In Fig. 1(b), two time-resolved fluorescence intensity images

are grasped at different delay times. The gate time of two inten-
sity images is equal as Δt. When there are different substances,
the single intensity image for multiple substances is given as

I�t� =
XM
k=1

Itarget,k�t� � Ienvironment noise � Isystem noise, (1)

where M is the number of fluorescence substances, Itarget is the
target signal, Ienvironment noise represents the environmental noise
considered as Poisson noise[11], and Isystem noise is the system
noise caused by all devices in the system and considered as
Gaussian noise.
Two intensity images are processed in six steps to finally

obtain contrast enhanced lifetime images, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
The detailed instructions of the six steps are as follows.
The first step is background image acquisition at no incident

light. Ibackground obtains the intensity of environmental noise and
system noise. The second step is to acquire two intensity images
at two different delay times. The third step is the subtraction of
background to remove the environmental noise and system
noise and generate a new intensity image Inew�t�:

Inew�t� = I�t� − Ibackground =
XM
k=1

Itarget,k�t� � Iresidual noise, (2)

where Iresidual noise is the residual interference noise that cannot
be eliminated by background subtraction denoising. It needs to
be further eliminated to improve the contrast of the image.
The fourth step is to further suppress the noise. As shown in

Eq. (3), there is effective information and residual noise in
Inew�t�. It leads to low contrast images. Hence, the image-
exclusive-OR treatment is presented to extract the region of
interest (ROI) from the two new images Inew�t1� and Inew�t2�.
Then, the ratio image of the two intensity images can be
obtained as

Ri,j =
� 0 Inew�t1�i,j < Ithres or Inew�t2�i,j < Ithres
Rratio =

Inew�t1�i,j
Inew�t2�i,j Inew�t1�i,j > Ithres and Inew�t2�i,j > Ithres

,

�3�

where Ithres is the value of the filter threshold and Rratio is the
ratio image of the ROIs in Inew�t1� and Inew�t2�.
When the gray value of the intensity image at the delay time t1

or t2 is smaller than the filter threshold, the value of the corre-
sponding pixel is set to zero. In order to evaluate the effect of
contrast enhancement, the image variance is applied as

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the wide-field TRFI system, (b) principle of the
ERLD method, and (c) process diagram of the ERLD method.
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V =

P �Ri,j − R̄�2
N

, �4�

where N is the number of pixels in an image, and R̄ is the mean
gray value of all pixels. Theoretically, the larger variance means
the higher image contrast, and thus the filter threshold can be
selected by finding the maximum of V .
The fifth step is the lifetime image obtained by Eq. (5):

τi,j =
t2 − t1
ln Ri,j

. �5�

To improve the lifetime image contrast, the gray contrast
enhancement is used as the sixth step. As shown in Eq. (6), when
the gray value of τi,j is smaller than the minimum threshold of
τmin and greater than the maximum threshold of τmax, it is set to
NaN, and otherwise the grayscale stretching is used:

τnew�i,j� =

8<
:
NaN τi,j ≤ τmin

�2B − 1� τi,j−τmin

τmax−τmin
τmin < τi,j < τmax

NaN τi,j ≥ τmax

, �6�

where B is the gray bit depth, and τnew is the stretched image.
After the processing of Eq. (6), the invalid pixels are removed,
and the image gray histogram is stretched.
Due to the fluorescence delay function, I�t1� should be larger

than I�t2�. Hence, τmin is larger than zero. τmin can be automati-
cally set to the minimum non-zero value. τmax is selected based
on the contrast of the lifetime image. The contrast of the
enhanced lifetime image is expressed by the effective variance
Veff as

V eff = η

P �τneweff�i,j� − τ̄neweff �2
Neff

, �7�

where Neff is the sum of the effective pixels of the enhanced life-
time image, τneweff is the effective pixels of the lifetime image,
τ̄neweff is the mean of the effective pixels, and η is the effective
pixels descriptor of the enhanced image to evaluate Neff and
is defined as η = Neff=N , where N is the number of all pixels.
The significance of parameter η is to calculate the proportion
of effective pixels in all pixels. The value of τmax can be chosen
by finding the maximum of Veff .
After all six steps have been completed, pseudo-color coding

is used to improve the visibility of the enhanced image, and a
fluorescence lifetime image is finally obtained. The maximum
and minimum limits of the colorbar of the pseudo-color image
are τmax and τmin, respectively.
In addition, when the environment and the test objects are

unchanged, the filter threshold and maximum and minimum
threshold values can also be fixed after being automatically
obtained. It is not necessary to find the thresholds again.
The ERLDmethod enhances the visualization of lifetime fluo-

rescence imaging for finely distinguishing fine detection. To
prove the feasibility of the proposedmethod, verification experi-
ments are conducted. The RLD method is a classic fluorescence

lifetime algorithm. ERLD and RLD methods are both using two
time-resolved images, but our method gives priority to suppress
noise and automatically improve the contrast of the lifetime
image. In order to illustrate the difference, we introduce the tra-
ditional TRFI and RLDmethods to compare the image contrast.

3. Experiment and Results

In experiments, a wide-field TRFI system has been established.
The narrow-pulse UV laser is a PicoQuant PDL800-B type with
the laser pulse width of 50 ps at the wavelength of 375 nm. The
gated sensor is a PI-MAX4 intensified CCD (ICCD) from
Princeton Instruments with a minimum optical gate width of
3 ns and 1024 × 1024 pixels. A field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) is used as a time control unit to synchronize the pulsed
laser and the gated ICCD. A 400 nm cut-off filter is used in front
of the lens to block the reflected UV light.
To prove the proposed method, we choose two bands of high-

lighters in the same color, and they cannot be distinguished by
the naked eye. The spectral information of GUANGBO and
M&G is 520 nm and 527 nm, respectively. Different brands
of highlighters contain different proportions of chemicals and,
thus, have different fluorescence lifetimes. The paper we used
also has fluorescence characteristics, and the fluorescence of
papers affects the fluorescence image quality.
In Fig. 2(a), two highlighters of GUANGBO and M&G are

marked on the paper. The difference in fluorescence lifetime

Fig. 2. Experimental results of cross letter written by M&G and GUANGBO
under different methods: (a) target picture, (b) intensity image, (c) traditional
RLD image, (d) ERLD image, and (e) manual RLD image.
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between GUANGBO and M&G is small. Figures 2(b) and 2(c)
are a TRFI intensity image and a traditional RLD image, respec-
tively. One cannot distinguish the deference of themarks clearly.
Especially in Fig. 2(c), the effective information is completely
covered by an invalid value. Because of the influence of interfer-
ence noise, there is a very large deviation in the calculated
lifetime image obtained by the traditional RLDmethod. In com-
parison, the difference of highlighters is revealed in Fig. 2(d)
through the ERLD method. The horizontal and the vertical
marks are marked with different colors and can be better distin-
guished by the naked eye. According to Fig. 2(d) obtained by the
ERLDmethod, the maximum and minimum limits of the color-
bar scale are manually selected for Fig. 2(c), and the result is
shown in Fig. 2(e). It also obtains high-contrast images, but
the contrast of the image is worse than that of the ERLD image.
It is mainly because the image-exclusive-OR treatment of ERLD
can effectively remove interference noise. In the experiment, the
delay time is the time gap between the incident laser pulse and
the optical gate pulse. In Fig. 2(b), the delay time is 7 ns, and the
optical gate time is 5 ns. In Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), they have the

same first delay time of t1 = 7 ns and the same second delay time
of t2 = 14 ns, and the optical gate time is 5 ns.
Figure 3 shows the variance changes with the filter threshold

and maximum and minimum thresholds. When the filter
threshold increases, the image variance changes dramatically
in Fig. 3(a), and the fluctuation is due to the interference signal.
Figure 3 demonstrates that the filter threshold and maximum
threshold are chosen when the image variances are the maxi-
mum, and the minimum threshold is set to the minimum
non-zero value.
To prove that the proposed method is also available in obli-

terated document examination, Fig. 4(a) is a letter A written by
M&G and then covered by GUANGBO to make it invisible. The
ERLD image of Fig. 4(c) can clearly show the letter A from the
mask due to different lifetimes, although the mark is slightly dif-
ferent in intensity. The manual RLD image of Fig. 4(d) also has
high contrast by setting the same maximum and minimum lim-
its of the colorbar according to Fig. 4(c). In other words, if there
is no reference of the colorbar from Fig. 4(c), one needs to man-
ually choose the colorbar scale, and it is not convenient in prac-
tical applications of forensic examination. Furthermore, because
there is no image-exclusive-OR treatment processing, the
residual interference noise exists in Fig. 4(d). In Fig. 4(b), the
delay time is 14 ns, and the optical gate time is 5 ns. In
Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), they have the same first delay time of t1 =
14 ns and the same second delay time of t2 = 21 ns, and the opti-
cal gate time is 5 ns.
To evaluate the proposed method, the contrasts of global

images are given, as shown in Table 1. The contrast of the global
image is used to assess the quality of the whole image. The con-
trast of the global image is defined as the root mean square
deviation of the effective pixels’ gray values from the mean pixel
gray values of the image, divided by the global image’smean gray
values[22].

Fig. 3. Variance distribution with (a) filter threshold and (b) maximum and
minimum thresholds in ERLD images.

Fig. 4. Results of obliterated document: (a) target picture, (b) intensity image,
(c) ERLD image, and (d) manual RLD image.
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4. Conclusion

Multi-fluorescence overlap is difficult to distinguish in wide-
field TRFI for forensic casework. This paper has proposed an
ERLD method to remove environmental noise, system noise,
and residual interference noise. The proposed method enhances
fluorescence lifetime image contrast and improves the visualiza-
tion performance of TRFI. Compared with traditional TRFI and
RLD methods, the proposed method can maintain a high con-
trast and automatically make the lifetime image easier to be
observed. Moreover, the experiment results show that the
ERLD method can automatically select maximum and mini-
mum thresholds to remove unwanted noise and improve life-
time image contrast by grayscale stretching. Even when the
difference in fluorescence lifetime is small, the proposed method
can still distinguish different fluorescent substances.
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